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Letter 856
The Presence of The Lord
-ORSpirit-Space To Earth-Space
2020-05-09
Dear Yeshua,
Saturday, 9 May 2020, 7:30AM.
This last Thursday, 7 May, marked my 10th counseling session at (G36). My time with the Counselor
continues to be fruitful (see Letter 850 Volume 10). But it was something which happened at this most
recent session, in the presence of both my Counselor and me, that underscores the Lord Holy Spirit’s
opinion on the matter. Please join me as I explain.
The main purpose of my seeing a counselor is to review my Letters To Daniel, in which I document things
I have been witness to, which are part of my Christian life. Based on the Lord’s input, I have made a
checklist of those Letters, within a certain order, which are in need of critical review.
My Letters are stored on a website, www.letterstodan.com, with two ways to read each Letter. One way is
to navigate to the Volume 00 tab and scroll down to the Letter number one wishes to read. Then, all one
has to do is click on the desired Letter number, at the far left of the page. This will bring up a stand alone
PDF Wile of that particular Letter.
The other way to access the Letters is to click on a Volume tab in which a particular Letter resides (i.e.
Volume 3 Letter 140), then scroll down to the desired Letter. In the Letter Volumes (other than Volume
00), Letters are posted in order on a single page. This means that one can smoothly scroll from Letter to
Letter within that Volume.
Both the Counselor and I use a computer to access the Letters. He uses a PC Laptop with Microsoft
Windows, while I use an Apple iPad. Typically we go to the PDF versions in Volume 00, and click on
whichever Letter we want to review.
The Wirst Letter on the checklist for the 7th was Letter 35b, titled “Where Satan’s Throne Is”. The second
Letter on the list is 37b - “FREEDOM - Deliverances”. Both Letters are in Volume 01.
We both accessed Letter 35b and read it aloud. Then, after a short exchange of ideas surrounding the
Letter, we both navigated to Letter 37b.
It was at this point something really strange occurred. When I clicked on Letter 37b, it came up with the
right Letter, “FREEDOM - Deliverances”. But when the Counselor clicked on Letter 37b, it went back to the
previous Letter we had just looked at - Letter 35b - “Where Satan’s Throne Is”.
When this started to occur, I was sitting across from the Counselor, while he was trying to read Letter 37b,
but getting the previous Letter - 35b. After a few comments of surprise by the Counselor, I got up from
my seat on the couch and stood next to him, so that we could both see his Laptop and my iPad at the same
time.
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We then both clicked on Letter 37b, only to see that it brought up Letter 37b on my iPad, but Letter 35b
on his PC. This was uncanny. We were both on the same URL, activating the same links, but getting
different results.
I suggested to the Counselor that he type the actual URL into the browser address window to see if that
Wixed the problem. It did not. I suggested that he refresh the browser window, but that didn’t work either.
After that I suggested that he try another link to a different Letter. That worked just Wine, bringing up the
right Letter associated with that link.
Still being Wlummoxed, I suggested that he go to the Volume 1 Tab and scroll down to Letter 37b. This did
work, and we were able to proceed as planned.
Later on that day and into yesterday, I had time to reWlect on what had occurred. It seemed clear to me,
based on the evidence to which both the Counselor and I were presented with, that there were no (earthspace) technical issues that might have been the cause of this unique anomaly.
I then toyed with the possibility that HR might have been involved. But in response to that idea, angel
Gabe suggested a better idea: that it was the Lord Holy Spirit Himself who was sending us a message.
After thinking about it, I Wind this option much more likely to be true than not. Armed with this
understanding, let us now analyze the Message of Love presented to both the Counselor and me.
1. It involved only the Wirst two Letters to be reviewed for that day.
2. It was only occurring on the Counselor’s PC.
3. It was only effecting the stand alone PDF version of those two certain Letters, 35b and 37b.
4. There were two (human) witnesses seeing this event at the exact same time, taking place right before
their very eyes.
It then occurred to me that there are at least three messages here. The Wirst message is to the Counselor
himself. The second message is to me. And the third message is to both the Counselor and me jointly.
I believe we will Wind out more in the days to come regarding these messages.
Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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